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Reifen 2014 – Report 
For the second time, Sailun exhibited at the 

2014 Reifen Show held at Messe Essen. 

The Sailun stand was well-positioned in a prominent location 

in Hall 4, which worked perfectly for Sailun’s specific show 

objective of meeting high-quality contacts. 

The quality of visitors to the stand was exceptionally good – people made a specific 

and serious professional effort to visit the stand – there were very few casual visitors. 

Therefore the quality of the contact was excellent – the seriousness of the ensuing 

discussions was high. 

The overall look and feel of the stand reflected the European perspective of the global 

brand approach. Vivid product graphics incorporating tyre applications, features and 

benefits complemented the strong overall tyre displays. Featured on the stand was the 

new (and very well-received) Rovelo brand. 

There were many in-depth discussions and meetings held on the stand, along with 

numerous introductions and details of new distributors for new regions, new potential OE 

contacts, new raw material contacts and alternative distributor-partner options for existing 

covered regions were discussed. 
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In addition, there were a number of trade press contacts, interviews, photographs 

and discussions. A prize draw “stand-attractor” was supplemented by our Sailun girls 

circulating throughout the Halls distributing entry cards. 

Sailun received many serious contacts, which will be followed up (or passed on) as 

a matter of urgency. 
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Staffing for the stand worked well with technical and engineering support from key factory 

personnel, supplemented by North American and European representation. Two new 

recent appointments supplemented the Sales and Operations team on the stand. 

Thomas WookChoon Jang has recently joined Sailun to focus on the product 

development of our passenger car and LCV tyre range. With an impressive 30-year 

career in tyre Research and Development located in Korea, UK and Germany, including 

being Technical Director at Kumho, Thomas’ experience is welcomed as Sailun refine, 

enhance and expand the passenger tyre range. 

Michael Eckert also joins as our Senior Product Marketing Manager (Europe). With over 

18 years tyre industry experience in various roles with Michelin and Hankook, Michael 

brings a wealth of understanding and knowledge to the team. At Michelin and Hankook, 

Michael excelled in a variety of senior roles related to truck tyres, racing and motorsport 

teams and responsibility for OE. 

The overwhelming message from the show was that many people are now determined 

to become involved, in whatever capacity, with Sailun. The brand is well established as 

a serious above-budget option, with strong R&D, quality production, sophisticated 

logistics and excellent sales and marketing support. 

This was very much the evident message at the Sailun Celebration Dinner held on the 

Wednesday evening at the nearby Schloss Hugenpoet. 

Continued… 
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There was a 25% increase in the party size from 2012 - 117 customers, trade press and 
staff attended the event. 

Following a champagne reception, all guests were welcomed to the beautiful 18th-century, 
fully-moated stately home by Martin West, Managing Director for Sailun Tyres in Europe. 

Mr West reiterated Sailun’s  
ongoing commitment to the 
European market, evidenced 
by continual increased 
investment in staff, product 
Research and Development 
and logistical solutions. 

The following sumptuous 
meal was enjoyed by all. 

Reifen 2014 was a 
resounding success for 
Sailun Tyres and Sailun are 
already looking forward to 
Reifen 2016. 

For further Sailun marketing and press release information, please contact Richard 
Nicholson either by email (RNicholson@sailuntyre.eu) or telephone (+44 [0] 7917 
402112). 

 




